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Classic Artists' Oil Colors,"
Emulating the tradition of an Old World color merchant, we handcraft our own paint for extraordinary
color, unmatched in purity, consistency and mixing
strength. It is our stated goal to make the best paint
possible. That is why we handcraft the colors in small
batches and then fill every tube by hand. This allows
us to be true to the pigment without having to extend it
with any artificial fillers, etc. because it is not put
through automated equipment in a mass production for
a mass market. You benefit by being able to paint with
true, full strength colors that exhibit all of the natural
qualities, subtle or overt, that are characteristic of each
pigment, and that would, in other brands, be lost.

Series

I

Colors:

Brown Ochre Light, rv+:

Raw Umber,

Natural ochre glowing with color - a beautiful soft brownl
More subtle in mixing, this Natural Yellow Oxide is deeper
than a Raw Sienna but lighter and warmer than our Raw
Umber. Tints to the pale warm grey of winter's light.
Burnt Sienna, PBrT
A rich, intense red brown, medium dark in value with fiery
undertones-a truly vibrant Natural Brown Oxide.

Unsurpassed for silvery greys when tinted with whites or
radiant light warm greys when tinted with the Brilliant
Yellow Light. A dark neutral, slightly greenish, Natural

Burnt Umber,

PBrT

Warm chocolate brown, a degree cooler and deeper than the
Red Umber and distinctly redder than the Raw Umber.
Natural Brown Oxide.

Indian Red, rRtoz

Brown Oxide.

Red Umber, pBrT
The visual equivalent of love, this warm dark brown will melt
your heart! A very rich, Natural Brown Oxide with the
warmth of a Burnt Sienna and the depth of a Burnt Umber.

Scarlet Sienna, PBrT
Intense, very warm Natural Brown Oxide, this brick red is a
good degree lighter in value than our Burnt Sienna.
Terra Rosa, pRlo2

A beautiful earthy red violet, newly redone with a Natural
Red Oxide, to give it a greater range for mixing. Cooler than
both the Pompeian and Venetian Reds, this classic deep red
still tints toward the violet with white.

King's Blue Extra Pale,

pBrT

pW6, pw4,pB2g

Ultramarine Blue tinted to the extreme with whites, this powdery blue is useful as is or as white in mixtures with other
cool colors.

Warmest of our Natural Red Oxides, this earthy rose is richly
red yet natural in both its tint and tone, as it easily mixes into
a pleasureful range of earthy pinks. Often used for making
facial tints, the Terra Rosa is redder than our Venetian Red
yet not as bold as the Mars Red.

Vandyke Brown, pBrg
Newly formulated with the genuine Natual Earth, roasted for

Intensely pigmented pure Carbon Black for dense, cool,
blacks and cold, bluish greys.

stability, this classic very dark transparent brown is rated 1ess
than permanent because the grey tint it makes will fade to
golden tones over time. Used full strength, it is more resistant to change.

Pompeian Red, rntoz

Venetian Redo nntoz

A classic Natural Red Oxide with amazing range and mixing
capacity from an extra rich earthy red masstone to cool violet
undertones and delicate, smoky pink tints.

Newly formulated with a traditional Natural Red Oxide, our
Venetian Red now has a wider range of mixing and tinting
qualities. Warmer than the Pompeian Red, this classic pigment enables the mixing of flesh tints from a natural red

Lamp Black, nnto

Raw SiennLrPBrT
A rich Natural Brown Oxide, almost an orange brown, that is
warrner and deeper than the Raw Sienna Light with good
opacity.

Raw Sienna Light, rerz
A luminous yellow brown with a beautiful light filled undertone. Slightly greener and cooler than the regular Raw
Sienna, this Natural Brown Oxide is wonderful for mixing.

earth.

Yellow Ochre, ry+3
Totally golden, natural Yellow Oxide with intense pigmenta-

tion. Radiant undertone rivals a Cadmium in warmth.
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Resisting the current trend of mass produced oil colors to modify pigments and take shortcuts, the basic whites in the Vasari Classic Artists'
Oil Colors," contain only the pure pigment, the qualities of which are
not masked by other white pigments or fillers. This means that our
ZincWhite is only Zinc Oxide and, therefore, slower drying and definitely transparent Since, unlike other brands, it contains no Titanium,
or, conversely, the Titanium White is super opaque and harder in consistency because that's the character of that pigment.
We leave it up to the artist to make his or her own choice, on their
palette, which white or mixtures of white work best. Each white has
its own character and benefits that a painter should be allowed to
appreciate and control. The Vasari Classic Artists' Oil Colors" make
that possible.

TITANIUM WHITE,

PW6...Series I
The most brilliant, opaque, and whitest white oflering maximum coverage and mixing strength. Faster drying thanZinc
White, this pure Titanium White has a dense, heavy consistency. Non-poisonous.

FLAKE WHITE,

TITANIUM-ZINC WIIITE,

Pw6, Pw4...Series I
A mixed white of primarily Titanium white for good opaciry
with a precentage of Ztnc White to improve and soften the
consistency. Not as overpowering in color mixtures as the
pure Titanium white and faster drying than pure Zinc White.

ZINC WI{ITE,

PW4...Series

1

Ptre Zinc for a true transparent mixing white that enables
cleanq color mixfures and a buttery smooth consistency.
Oilier white that is cool in tone and takes longer to dry.

PWl...Series 3
Pure white lead, in use since antiquity, for truly luminous
color mixtures of great durability. Like melted pearls, not
window putty, this Flake White has a warm, iridescent
translucency and an excellent brushing consistency because it
contains no other white pigments or fillers. Useful in underpainting due to its great flexibility in linseed oil and fast drying time. When mixed will speed the drying of other colors,
but should not be applied over top of slow drying, oilier pigments. Must be handled with care in regard to clean working
habits and safe studio procedures. Toxic pigment not for use
by children.

Series 2 Colors:

Brilliant Yellow Light, Pw6,

Pw4, PYl39
A bright tint of our Indian Yellow with white, this light, buttery opaque mixture is perfect with umbers and cool greens.

King's Blue, Pw6,

Pw4, PB29
Abright, luminous mixture of Ultramarine Blue and whites.
Richly pigmented, medium value and great for mixing.

Mars Blacko PBkll
Caput Mortuum, PRl0l
Extra deep and richly maroon, this 4th new Mars color is one
step darker and bluer than our Mars Violet. An intensely pigmented Synthetic Iron Oxide, that's a purplish red brown, the
Caput Mortuum mixes cleanly to deepen tones or create distinctive dark neutrals with its cool green compliments.
Makes soft blusih greys, with enough white, and is oftern
used to color a white ground because
undertone.

ofits cool, neutral

Useful for underpainting, this intensely warm and vibrant
Synthetic Iron Oxide is equally strong as the Lamp but faster
drying and more matte. Solid, clean greys of greater strength
than ones made from the Ivory Black.

Mars Red, nRtot
Splendidly bright, Mars Red is red enough to replace a
Cadmium, as a primary color for mixing, to achieve warm
tones. Opaque and permanent, this rich warm Synthetic Iron
Oxide, like a vibrant English Red, tints to strong clean pinks.

Dutch Yellow,

PYs3
Inspired by a Van Gogh landscape, we chose a richly toned
Nickel Titanate for a cool, soft and mellow, greenish yellow.

Ivory Black, rnrc
Pure Bone Black for warm silvery greys and excellent mixing
qualities to push colors into a warrner range without deadening the hues.

Mars Yelloq rY4z
Lighter than our Raw Sienna Light, and more colorful, this
Synthetic Iron Oxide is cooler and much stronger than our
natural Yellow Ochre...but iust as appealing! Bright and
opaque.

Online www. shopvasaricolors.com
Series 2 Colors:

Mars Violet,

PR101

tender blush!

An earthly purple more blue than the Indian Red, but not as
deep as a Caput Motuum, this Synthetic Iron Oxide makes
delicate blue violet tints.

Naples Orange, rBr24
Pure Titanium Orange, tawny but bright, that tints to a perfect

buff. Opaque, lighter, and more orange than our Raw
Naples Yellow Extra, Pw 4, PY37, py 42

Sienna.

Lead-free imitation Naples mix of white, Cadmium Yellow,
and Yellow Oxide for an earthy yellow much cooler than our

PBrT
Fresh as a new blade of grass, this green earth is mixed in the
classic Verona style, from Viridian and an Earth Color for a
cool, transparent green that's softly muted yet clean and colorful. Used primarily for glazing, this cooler Terre Verte is
close in color to a Chromium Oxide, only bluer and far less
strong, adding, instead, a subtle coolness and shadow to mixtures, while producing; with white, gentle pale tints hinting of
green and grey.

Terre Verte, warm PYl29,PBr7

Yellow Ochre.

Olive Green, PBl5,

PBrT

Rich, deep, forest green that's a mix of Earth Colors and
Phthalo Blue. Wonderful cool neutrals when tinted or mixed

with blues.

Payne's Gray, PB29, PBk6
Mixture of Ultramarine Blue and Carbon Black for a very
deep, almost black, charcoal grey with cool, slightly bluish
tints.

Prussian Blue,

Terre Verte, cool PGl8,

Ultramarine Blue, PB29,
Possessing immense depth and clarity of color, our truly gorgeous Ultramarine has all the fire of a precious stone. Extra
rich, deep blue, fabulous as is, or mixed with just about anything!

PB27

Intensely deep, almost black, dark blue producing true marine
tints. Makes rich, lush greens with transparent yellows.

Rosebud, Pw6, Pw4,

Not what you expect, this earthy green is instead a super saturated golden olive. Our own unique mix of a warm Earth
Color and an intense organic green gold, producing vibrant
olive tints. Did someone say sap brown?

PR26o

Pure and bright, yet soft and natural, this budding pink is a
clean, warm tint mixed from our Permanent Bright Red with
white. A great sky color, smooth and opaque, Rosebud mixes
easily into dreamy greys with cool blues, greens, or browns.
Use fulI strength for a strong, rosy glow or lighten with additional white into the sheerest of pinks that never lose their

Ultramarine Violet, PVl5
A transparent, bluish violet that is excellent in mixtures with
cool primaries. Although weak in tinting strength, it mixes in
subtle and interesting ways, sitting back and allowing other
pigments to come through. Useful for glazillrg.

Video Blue, PW6, PW4, PBl5, PG7
Vibrant blue mixture that glows like late night TV. Phthalos
and Whites.

Series 3 Colsrs:

Capucine Red Deep,

PR83, PBrT

Extremely beautiful, transparent crimson brown mixfure of
Alizarh Crimson and our Red Umber pigments. Distinct
rose undertones.

Capucine Red Light,

PR83, PBrT

Like a twangy orange, this intense, sharp looking earthy
brown pink is a combination of Alizarin Crimson and Raw
Sienna.

Manganese Violet, PV16
An exquisite deep violet that's distinctly bluer and more natural than the Ruby Violet while possessing greater tinting
strength and opacity than the Ultramarine Violet. A true mineral pigment, this Manganese is near in beauty to a Cobalt
Violet and more versatile.

Nickel Lemon,

PY53

Super dense and opaque Nickel Titanate Yellow possessing
both the cool lightness of our Dutch Yellow and the aresting
brightness of our Radiant Lemon. Great for toning down

more electric colors, this very nafural looking, yet powerful,
light lemon can be used as an opaque white.

Phthalo Blue, PBl5
Extreme pigmentation, ultra serious Phthalo. We went over
the edge on this one! Extraordinary sapphire tint.

Phthalo Green,

PG7
Super intense, pure deep Phthalo with pronounced blue shade.
Makes a great black when mixed with Alizarin Crimson, and
bright mint green tints withZinc White.
Phthalo Turquoise, pB l5:3,pG7

Extraordinary very exotic deep blue green Phthalo. Richly
pigmented like all of our Phthalos for maximum tinting
strength and pronounced undertones, mixes beautifully with
either warm or cool yellows.

Radiant Lemon,

PY3

Extra rich and intense Hansa Yellow Light for amazing opaci-

ty and tinting strength. High value, great for mixing

Radiant Yellow,

greens.

rvt

A little lighter, but equally bright, as our Cadmium Yellow,
this warm Hansa Yellow Medium is a great mixer.

Sap Green, PYl39, PG7, PBk6
Lush, deep, yet vibrant mixture of Phthalo Green, our lightfast Indian Yellow, and Carbon Black for a truly permanent
Sap. Very clean mixing, rich, and intensely pigmented green.
Tuscan Yellow, PBr24
Suffused with an intense, golden light this very warn
Titanium Orange is a delicious, opaque yellow, akin to Indian
Yellow.
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Series 4 Colors:

Alizarin Crimson,

PR83

Richly pigmented, pure Alizarin Crimson. A deep, transparent cool red with a dazzlingruby undertone. Makes fantastic
violets mixed with Ultramarine Blue or Ultramarine Violet, as
well as unique mixtures when used to cool down warm yellows or earth colors.
PY35, PBls
Richly pigmented, medium deep mixture of Phthalo Blue
with Cadmium Yellow Primrose. Cool, but easily warmed.
Cadmium Green Light' PY35, PG7
Bright, cool, vibrant mix of Cad Yellow Primrose and Phthalo
Green. A tnre, new leaf, early Spring green. Extra rich.

Cadmium Green Deep,

Chromium Oxide,

PGIT

Pure Chromium Oxide, intensely pigmented for maximum
opacity and tinting strength. Warmer in tone than the Cobalt
Green, while softer and more natural looking than the
Cadmium Green Deep, this very versatile medium deep green
beautifully compliments both warm and cool reds.
Indian Yellow, PY139
Our super strong, absolutely permanent, transparent warm
Isoindoline yellow will literally explode on your palette!

Permanent Bright Red, nnzoo
An eye-popping modern organic red, this warm Isoindoline
pigment has the tinting strength and opacity of a Cadmium
because we made it! Very clean mixing, intense, lightfast
bright red that makes wonderful oranges and will broaden the
range of more bluish reds.

Ruby Red, rvtgr
Bright as a Cobalt, strong as a Cadmium, this super intense
Quinacridone Red is an ideal choice for very clean, lightfast
pinks when tinted with white. A cool, pinkish red that packs
a real punch.

Ruby Rose, PVl9r
A deep transparent, more bluish red than Alizain, with reddish violet tints. This Quinacridone Rose Red is very permanent and clean

mixing. Pinker in tone than the Ruby Violet.

Ruby Violet,

PV19b

Super strong, super rich Quinacridone Violet for a permanent
deep reddish violet that is the bluest in tone ofour Ruby colors. Remains luminous even when tinted, this intensely pigmented Ruby is a knockout!

Swamp Green, PYl29
Extra rich, intense organic dark green gold. Mysterious, very
permanent and absolutely addictive. Add blue for clean

Series 5 Colors:

Cinnabar Green Light,

strong and opaque.

PY3, PY35, PGl8, PB29
and Hansa Yellows,
Cadmium
both
Unique mix of Viridian,
green
absolutely glows
yellowish
this
light
plus Ultramarine,
yet remains natural. Like a pale, rich sappy green.

Cadmium Yellow Deep' nv37

Manganese Blue,

Cadmium Yellow,

PY37

Warmer than both the Radiant Yellow and Cadmium Yellow
Light, yet very bright, this rich Cadmium Yellow is extra

Extra rich Cadmium Yellow that's a warm, vibrant, light
orange. Heavily pigmented and opaque, producing intense,
luminous tints.
Cadmium Yellow Lemon, PY35
More sweet than sour, this extra strong, opaque Cadmium
Lemon is even brighter than our Cadmium Yellow LightlVery
close in color to the Radiant Lemon, but more natural, as it
tints and mixes into fresh, cool tones without any harshness.

PB33
No longer produced, this genuine transparent, icy blue is
without equal. Introduced in the mid 1930's, the Barium
Manganate pigment was manufactured from the mined ore for
only about 50 years. Even so, true Manganese Blue gained a
devoted following among painters, and was highly prized for

its intense beauty and brightness. After a long search, we
were able to obtain enough pigment for several batches, and
are pleased to announce that it's back in stock! (tubes only)

Cadmium Yellow Light, rv:z

Viridian, rGla

Newly redone with a warmeq intense Cadmium Yellow,
almost fluorescent in brightness. Excellent opacity and tinting strength.

green.

Pure Viridian, richly pigmented, beautiful and bright blue-
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Series 6 Colors:

Cadmium Orange, ro2o
Cool, bright, and strong Cadmium Orange of medium value.

mixing. Like painting with fire!
Cadmium Red Deep, PRl08
Extra deep, almost purple, dark red. Super strong, velvety,
Opaque and clean

luxurious red producing cool, bluish tints.

Cadmium Red Light, PRlos
Newly redone with an extra rich Cadmium Red that is so
bright, it sings! Intensely pigmented, dense, warm light red,
with excellent opacity and mixing qualities.
Cadmium Red Medium,

PRloS

Incredibly rich and opaque, this gorgeous, really red red is
warm and deep in tone. Tints to make a range of lovely
coral pinks, but only with a strong enough white!

Series 7 Colors:

Cadmium Vermilion Red Light, PRll3

Cobalt Blue Deep,

Sunglasses required for this extremely bright, super rich,

Right off of Van Gogh's palette, a true, rich, deep navy blue
Cobalt. Fast drying.

super strong genuine mix of Cadmium and Vermilion
Pigments. This scarlet red makes clean, peachy tints and is
slightly more orange than our Cadmium Red Light.

Cerulean Blue, re:s
Genuine opaque Cerulean pigment. Intensely rich, deep
greenish blue.

Cerulean Blue Light,

PB35

Bluer than the regular Cerulean, with good opacity, this
Cerulean is an intensely bright blue.

Cobalt Blue,

PBzS

Truly a painter's paint, our Genuine Cobalt is unmatched for
purity and, consequently, sheer beauty. Incredibly vivid in
masstone, this richly pigmented, strikingly bright medium
blue is ideal for mixing gentle cool tones that are neither
harsh nor extreme.

Series 8 Colors:

Cobalt Violet, PV47
Very beautiful, very bright, genuine Cobalt Violet, medium
light and intensely pigmented. Lighter in value than the
Ruby Violet and distinctly bluer, it mixes cleanly in subtle
tones with other cool colors.

PB28

Cobalt Bright Turquoise,

PG50

Even brighter than our Video Blue, this vivid light turquoise
is a very clean, slightly greenish, medium blue. An intense,
brilliant Cobalt that's a real gem!

Cobalt Green, PG19
Deep, rich, velvety emerald green. Intense pigmentation for
great mixing strength, this genuine Cobalt tints to silvery
bluish greys.
Cobalt Turquoise, PGlg
Pure, genuine Cobalt, extra rich velvety turquoise blue green
of medium value. Cool, dense, and opaque, this very blue
green is wonderful mixed with other Cobalts.
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40ml
small tube

l75ml
large

tube

PRICE LIST

ol corors.,

February 1,2005

8 oz.

16 oz.

32 oz.

half pint jar

pint jar

quart can

I

9.80

29.30

3s.60

Series 2

14.20

42.50

51.70

Series 3

17.85

53.35

64.90

Series 4

21.30

63.70

77.50

Series 5

3s.60

106.45

129.45

Series 6

42.75

127.85

155.50

Series 7

47.50

142.00

172.70

Series 8

60.95

182.25

221.6s

Titanium White

9.80

29.30

35.60

Titanium-Zinc White

9.80

29.30

35.60

64.00

115.20

Zinc White

9.80

29.30

35.60

64.00

115.20

Flake White

17.85

53.35

64.90

116.80

210.2s

28.00
48.65

50.40
87.60

Series

Titanium White Oil Ground
Lead White Oil Ground

115.20

"I handcraft my paint with the goal ofmaking each and every color the best it can
possibly be...no matter how much trouble or time that takes. My aim is not just to
make a product, but rather to restore quality and uniqueness back to oil paint, from
the cobalts all the way to the earth colors.,

I call my paint VASARI Classic Artists'Oil ColorsrM"
Steve Salek, paintmaker

VASARI
Classic Artists'
323 West

Oil Colors'"

39th St., Suite 606

NewYork, NY 10018
212-947-18s8
r-800-932-9375
www. shopvasaricolors.com

Prices are in US Dollars, may change without notice.
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ORDERFORM:
PACKING SLIP

Classic Artists' Oil Colors,,

To personally select your colors, our retail store is now open

Order Info:
Online www.shopvasaricolors.com

Mon.-f,'ri. 9:45-6, Sat. 9:45-3 at The EFA Studio Center,
located in Manhattan between 8th & 9th Aves, on West 39th St.
Yes!We have moved!
02005 Terre Verte, Inc./Vasari Classic Artists' Oil Colors

Phone 1-800-932-9375 or l-212-947 -1858
Fax l-212-947-6974
E-mail vasaricolorsny@aol.com
Mail to: Vasari Classic Artists'Oil Colors Minimum order requirement to ship within the U.S. is $50
323 West 39th St., Suite 606
For destinations outside of continental U.S. and all international,
New York, NY 10018
minimum order requirement is $500

Shipping charges listed below, to all continental U.S. All other destinations, please inquire for rates. We
use UPS regular ground service. Please provide a street address, as we cannot ship to P. O. Boxes.
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, and DINERS CLUB, as well as personal
checks and money orders that are made payable to: Vasari Classic Artists'Oil Colors
Name
Street

State,ZlP
Daytime Phone number with area code

Quantity

Color

Our Guarantee: Of course we guarantee
your satisfaction with our fine quality
artists'materials and will gladly refund
your money if they fail to meet your
requirements. Feel free to call our 800#
for further information or special
requests: 1-800-932-9375. Visit us
online at www.shopvasaricolors.com

Unit Price

UPS Ground Shipping Charges
to all continental U.S.

order suhtotal

shinnino

$50-$149.99
$ r s0-$349.99

$

$3s0

free

$8.9s
17.95

Free ground shipping within U.S. on orders of $350 or more

subtotal

NY sales tax
shipping

TOTAL
Thank you

for your order!

